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Reporting the Gender of Non-Binary/Gender X
Victims, Offenders, and Arrestees
There are now 23 states and US territories that allow for some
form of non-binary or gender-neutral designation on official
government identification documents, including driver's
licenses, birth certificates, state ID cards, and other public
forms. However, NIBRS, as a national system, does not currently
include a gender/sex code to account for "Gender X" or "Nonbinary." Until any official NIBRS technical specification changes
are implemented, the following guidance has been provided:
SEX OF VICTIM = Use U=UNKNOWN to signify Gender X
SEX OF OFFENDER = Use U=UNKNOWN to signify Gender X
SEX OF ARRESTEE = Must choose only M=MALE or F=FEMALE
(*unless your State UCR Program or RMS Vendor has already
implemented local programming to capture U=UNKNOWN)

UPCOMING CLASSES:
ONSITE 2-DAY NIBRS TRAINING
@ CHARLESTON, IL (JAN 10-11)
VIRTUAL 2-DAY NIBRS TRAINING
JAN. 12-13; FEB. 22-23;
MAR. 14-15
NIBRS FOR OFFICERS TRAINING
FEBRUARY 1; MARCH 1
ADVANCED NIBRS TRAINING
FEBRUARY 3, MARCH 2
FBI USE-OF-FORCE DATA TRAINING
JANUARY 6; JANUARY 19;
FEBRUARY 2; FEBRUARY 17;
MARCH 3; MARCH 23
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FBI UCR Program launches new national
Law Enforcement Suicide Data Collection

Pursuant to federal law (34 U.S.C. 50701), the FBI UCR Program is
now accepting data from local law enforcement agencies (LEAs)
on 2022 dated incidents of suicide or attempted suicide by
current or former law enforcement or correctional officers
within any state, the District of Columbia, or U.S Territory.
Voluntary data submissions to LESDC will be made by
participating LEAs through the FBI's Law Enforcement Enterprise
Portal (LEEP) and will include the circumstances and events that
occurred before each suicide or attempted suicide; the general
location of each suicide or attempted suicide; the demographic
information of each law enforcement officer (LEO) who commits
or attempts suicide; the occupational category of the LEO; and
the method used in each suicide or attempted suicide.

"It may be
easy to lie
using
statistics, but
much easier to
lie without
them."
-FREDERICK MOSTELLER,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
STATISTICIAN

Property Descriptions used for Vandalism (290)

When the offender vandalizes a vehicle or home or business
,etc., use the most accurate NIBRS Property Description of the
complete vehicle, structure, or equipment instead of the specific
items (43=Building Materials; 16=Household Goods) or objects
(38=Vehicle Parts or Accessories) that may have been damaged:
Vandalism to windshield of SUV =AUTOMOBILES (03)
Vandalism to headlights of school bus =BUSES (05)
Vandalism to the door of house =STRUCTURE-DWELLING (29)
Vandalism to storefront of business =STRUCTURE-COMM (31)
Vandalism to tires of bulldozer =CONSTRUCT. EQUIP. (15)
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